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editorial

Volume 10, number 4

Published by The Young Magicians Club,
Centre for the Magic Arts,
12 Stephenson Way,
London, NW1 2HD,
England.

Before the Centenary

Edited by Mandy Davis

I am writing this on the night before
the start of The Magic Circle
Centenary. I have just returned from
HQ where early registration was
taking place and I have been sitting
here investigating my ‘goodie’ bag.
If this is anything to go by then we
are about to embark on a fantastic
four days. We’ve been given a huge
glossy souvenir programme, an
excellent book about these first
hundred years ‘Circle without End’,
a specially crafted brass coin and an
engraved cut glass wine goblet,
treasures indeed.

© 2005, The Young Magicians Club.
All Rights Reserved.
Opinions expressed may not always
reflect those of the Editorial team,
The Young Magicians Club team or
The Magic Circle Council.
• Young Magicians Club:
President:

Alan Shaxon

Vice President:

Richard Stupple

Honourary Vice President: Ali Bongo
• Young Magicians Club Team
Chairman:

Roy Marsh

Treasurer:

James Fortune

Secretary +
Newsletter Editor:

Rob Page

‘Secrets’ Editor +
Workshop Organiser:

Mandy Davis

Education Officer:

Kevin Doig

Webmaster:

Gordon Drayson

After the Centenary
As a special souvenir for members of YMC we have added an extra four pages
in colour to this issue of ‘Secrets’. A spread of photos taken at the Autograph
Party will recapture the special hour that some of you spent with the top
people at the Celebration. `Particular thanks go to Derren Brown who came
along to join us in spite of the fact that he wasn’t even attending the
Centenary! I was delighted at the response by the stars of the convention twenty-two of them came along to the party although it wasn’t even
mentioned in the official programme! We all had a great time - see pages 14
and 15 to find out what you missed!
We now have two months to prepare for J-Day, our own one day magic
convention for people between the ages of ten and eighteen. Don’t forget
that besides the lectures and gala show we have both a stage and a close up
competition. Auditions will be held on Saturday 17th September and six
finalists will be chosen from each discipline to compete on the day. See over
the page for full details.
Now I’m off to recover from an exhausting week - I have so many great
memories to recall. See you next time when you’ll have a chance to attend
Magic Summer Camp in America...
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J Day 2005
Tricky TV

A full day of Magic and Mystery.

SUNDAY 23rd OCTOBER
Lecture - Nick Einhorn - Magic
Mastermind
Lecture - Mark Shortland - Current British
Magical Comedy Champion and British
Magical Grand Prix Champion
Finals of Close-up and Stage Magic
competitions with prestigious prizes and
awards.
Dealers to supply you with all your
magical needs.
The opportunity to visit the World
Famous HQ and Museum of The Magic
Circle.

YMC members Left to Right:
Megan Knowles Bacon, Michael Jordan, Elizabeth Maskell, Belinda Stewart,
Joshua Miller, Dominic Pegg, Troy von Scheibner and Sam Clarke
Watch out for a new TV series hopefully soon but no date
arranged as yet. The show is a
magical mixture of stunts, tricks
and humour, presented by
Stephen Mulhern. Each show
will feature a group of young
magicians, who meet together
to share their magical expertise.
As you can see from the photo
there was a lively group from
YMC workshops who enjoyed
a weekend’s filming experience
meras
ca
in a large warehouse - no
e
th
r
fo
y
arehouse read
glamorous locations for them!
Getting the w

The Young Magicians Club
congratulates the winners of

The Young Magician of the Year 2005
1st STEVE DELA
2nd DARREN MCDONALD
3rd HENRY LEWIS AND COMPANY
volume 10, number 4 • 4

A Gala Show including Ali Bongo, Loki
and International puppet master Ian &
Friends.
Doors open 10:00am - day ends approx.
8:00pm. Admission by ticket only: YMC
members £10.00 - Non members under
18 £12.00.
Adult magicians £15.00 (restricted numbers)
This event is intended for young
magicians only as numbers are strictly
limited.
To register for competition heats
(September 17th) please contact
Mandy Davis now
Email: Mandy@TheMagicCircle.co.uk or
write to the address below.
Note: All contestants must purchase
admission tickets.
Tickets must be bought in advance and
will be allocated strictly on a first come,
first served basis. Applications must be in
writing, quoting YMC membership
number. Please include a stamped,
self-addressed envelope.
Cheques/postal orders only please made
payable to
‘The Young Magicians Club’ and sent to:
‘J Day 2005 Tickets’
The Young Magicians Club, Centre for
the Magic Arts, 12 Stephenson Way,
London NW1 2HD.
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Young Magician of the Year
Miser’s Dream using both hands to produce
coins. He had a very original zombie effect,
using a velvet bag of money, and ended by
transforming all the coins into a hat.

Steve Dela
Steve Dela is the new Young Magician of
the Year but it was a tough contest with
any one of the other six finalists quite
capable of picking up that award. The
judges had a very difficult job. All the
finalists had worked very hard indeed to
produce the standard that we witnessed
that evening.
Sam Clarke
had the
most
difficult task
of opening
the show
but his
quizzical
smile
dressed his
act in just
the right
way. We saw an excellent Linking Rings
routine plus a Salt Pour and appearing,
disappearing
and multiplying
clocks and
watches.
Sam Clarke

Joe Ray,
wearing a
gangster hat,
used a theme of
money in his act
and performed
Joe Ray
a stunning

James More
James More had a gambling theme with
pool balls, a dancing pool cue and cards; lots
of manipulations, particularly using jumbo
cards in the way that most magicians work
with normal sized ones.
Darren McDonald, who was awarded
second place opened, with some great sight
gags and his
signature compass
Darren McDonal
d
routine about road
signs whilst trying
to reach The Magic
Circle. His
Troublewit Rap
had some magical
productions built
into it and his
final trick was an
original version of
Kevin James’ Bowling Ball Production.

cards and silks, all themed in yellow and
black with the odd touch of purple. He
included a wine glass production and ended
with a glittering shower from a confetti
canon.
The last act was a second comedy act, this
time the work of Henry Lewis and
Company. Absolute anarchy and mayhem
reigned as Henry learned from a tape about
how to become a magician, and was aided
by two awkward assistants, to achieve a
vanishing silk, a vanishing water bowl, an
escape from a step ladder and a dagger
chest. They had the audience in complete
fits of laughter and proved a fitting end to
the competition. Henry received third prize.
Henry Lewis and Company

If you are going to be over fourteen and
under eighteen by 2007 you need to start
building and rehearsing your acts. After all
the next Young Magician of the Year
COULD BE YOU!

❚ Write Now!
Write to ‘Secrets’ with your tricks,
questions, comments, suggestions,
responses and ideas. Although we cannot

Steve Dela, the eventual winner of the
trophy, used coins, cards, candles, and Ninja
Rings with great finesse. From the moment
he opened, by removing his gloves and
transforming them into a streamer, he
enchanted the audience with his amazing
magic.
Jonathan Shotton also glowed with
confidence as he too worked with candles,

respond personally your letter may
appear here or in the ‘Inner Secrets’
newsletter. All articles will automatically
be entered for the annual ‘Blanchard
Literary Award’ which is presented for the
best contribution by a YMC
member.
Write to the Editor:

All the finalists

Mandy Davis,
The Young Magicians Club,
The Centre for the Magic Arts,
12 Stephenson Way,
London, NW1 2HD,
or email us at
editor@theyoungmagiciansclub.com
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by Oliver Gratter
Unfortunately, since the last issue of, “Secrets”, I’ve had to reboot my computer and have lost
EVERYTHING, meaning that I’ve lost all of my notes for Our Art and, believe it or not, there
were a lot of them! Please forgive, therefore, the lack of real structure of the following article
and the short length of it, but read anyway ... you’ll find food for thought.

As the world has evolved over time so, obviously, has magic;
meaning that, with every evolution or creation of a new
generation, the people involved become ever so slightly different.
At this moment in time there are many younger people involved
in magic, probably more so than in preceding years and, as I’m
sure you’re all aware, some people tend to obsess over their
hobbies. Now, to an extent, that is a really good thing as the
people concerned will be dedicated to their hobby and will
probably do well in it. However when you obsess over something,
you tend to ignore the other things in your life and, in other
people’s eyes, become - well a bit geeky. If you are happy with
people having that perception of you then that’s fine... but most
people aren’t and unfortunately, due to stereotypes of magicians
(stereotypes that go against us), geekiness is something we could
really do without in our public image. So here are a couple of
pointers to aid the many of us, who tend to obsess at times and
in various manners, to obsess less and to become better
performers. Some of these may seem obvious but are still worth
stating:
1. Try to take an interest in hobbies other than magic. By
getting involved with something completely different, like sport,
you will gain experience that is not in the confines of
performance. This will help you meet new sorts of people, even
become more adept in another area. Apart from anything else,
doing something different will give you a rest from magic and will
mean you won’t get bored with it. Take regular breaks from
magic, perhaps three or four days every month, so that when you
come back to it you’ll feel fresh and have renewed energy.
2. Buy magic items of clothing at your peril! To alter the
stereotypical public opinion for the better, I am of the strong
opinion (and it is only an opinion) that the card ties and shirts etc
are terribly unsmart and just make a person look like they have no
life other than magic, even if that is not the case. It really doesn’t
help the stereotype that all magicians are losers or nerds and I
reverently believe these items should all be collected up and a
mass burning of them should be conducted!
3. Watch other performers perform. The second best type of
learning is through watching other performances as it allows you
to experience new ideas and helps you to be creative, develop

Guy Hollingworth
them and manipulate them to suit your own style of performing.
A lot of people will copy chunks straight out of other people’s acts
and I do not condone this at all. You must change them if you are
to use these bits. There’s nothing wrong with borrowing ideas so
long as you adapt them around some of your own stuff too.
Watch acts that are completely different from your own - if you
are a close up performer go and watch Jeff McBride or Lance
Burton; if you perform on stage, watch performances by Nicholas
Einhorn or Guy Hollingworth, if you are a serious performer watch
Fielding West or Penn & Teller, if you are a comedic performer
watch Derren Brown or Max Maven. By watching acts completely
different from your own you gain more experience in other fields
and ultimately you become more creative, more varied and overall,
simply better.

volume 10, number 4 • 6
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4. The best type of learning magic is via performance itself.
I had a French exchange student over a couple of years ago and
he would watch me perform to him and at the end of his stay said
how much he enjoyed watching me, “play magic”. Admittedly, his
English wasn’t the best in the world but sometimes I wonder if
that is what most of us are - players, hobbyists? Are most of us
purely interested just to amuse ourselves with our finger dexterity?
That’s fine in itself - but the majority need to be performers! Why
does The Magic Circle have a performance as its entrance exam?
Go out there and perform because, as magicians, we need to
perform and, as obvious as it may sound, the most some of us
perform is in front of ourselves in our bedrooms. Take up acting as
a hobby; this will help you to become more confident with
yourself and will allow you to feel freer when going to perform.
So that’s it for this time. Really these pointers, along with the other
“Our Art” articles, are there for all of you who may need the
advice because you want to become better performers overall. So
far we’ve covered how to put together a performance persona,
how best to perform in different situations, how to get people to
like you, and how to better yourself constantly via watching others
perform and by performing as much as you can yourself. I really
do hope that these articles have helped you and I would love to
hear any feedback from you on your honest opinions of the
articles - good and bad - so that I, myself, may improve as well.
Feel free to contact me.
‘Till Next Time.
ojgmagic@aol.com

Nicholas Einhorn

Magical Wonders
Fulfilling the Needs of the Magic Community Since 1985

Over 500 effects in stock
Dozens of Exclusives
Distributors for Axtell Products from the U.S.A.
Spring and Summer Sales
Private Customer Sales
Same-Day Turn-a-round on all orders
Competitive prices
Best Service in the business (Probably!)

Telephone / Fax / E-mail orders welcome
Credit Cards (MC, Visa, Switch, Solo, JCB & Maestro) accepted, NO extra charge

AND we’re really nice!
Annual Catalogue £5.00 (includes £5.00 in vouchers)

Myles & Patti Sinclair, 9 Canterbury Road,
Watford, Herts. WD17 1QT
Tel: 01923 467956 • Fax: 01923 220653
E-mail: magic@hey-presto.demon.co.uk
volume 10, number 4 • 7
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There are so many programmes on TV which are based on ‘lists’ - Best singles, Best TV
moments, Best TV situation comedies, Best Books, Best Films etc.

TOP FIVE CARDS NAMED
WHEN SPECTATOR IS ASKED
1 Seven of Hearts
2 Seven of Diamonds
3 Ace of Clubs
4 King of Hearts
5 Ten of Diamonds

TOP FIVE ITEMS TO
WAVE OVER AN OBJECT
1 Wand
2 Hand
3 Fan
4 Coin
5 Feather Duster!

TOP FIVE TRICKS
PERFORMED IN A
STAGE COMPETITION
1 Linking Rings
2 Appearing Candles
3 Disappearing Candles
4 Dancing Cane
5 Zombie Floating Ball

TOP FIVE SILK TRICKS
1 Vanishing Silk in Hand
2 Colour Changing Silks
3 Silk Fountain
4 20th Century Silks
5 Sympathetic Silks

Bruce Kalver, editor of the youth magazine for the Society of American Magicians, has
recently published some magic lists and I have adapted some of these for us.

TOP FIVE ROPE TRICKS
1 Professor’s Nightmare
2 Cut & Restored Rope
3 Stiff Rope
4 Linking Ropes
5 Colour Changing Ropes

TOP FIVE MAGIC ILLUSIONS

TOP FIVE ANIMALS
PRODUCED BY MAGICIANS

1 Sawing in Half
2 Metamorphosis (Sub-Trunk)
3 Sword Box
4 Suspension
5 Zig-Zag Girl

1 Dove
2 Rabbit
3 Guinea Pig
4 Dog
5 Tiger

TOP FIVE THINGS SAID
BY A SPECTATOR
1 How did you do that?
2 Can you make my wife/bill/boss disappear?
3 Can I examine that?
4 Can you make money?
5 I know how you do that trick!

TOP FIVE MAGICIANS
WHO ARE CURRENTLY
INFLUENCING MAGICIANS
1 Derren Brown
2 David Blaine
3 Jeff McBride
4 Lance Burton
5 Penn & Teller

FIVE TOP
KIDS’ SHOW PROPS
1 Breakaway Wand
2 Change Bag
3 Egg Bag
4 Balloons
5 Magic Painting

TOP FIVE WORDS TO
DESCRIBE WHAT A
MAGICIAN PERFORMS
1 Trick
2 Effect
3 Illusion
4 Stunt
5 Joke

TOP FIVE COIN TRICKS
1 Bitten Coin
2 Coin in Bottle
3 Coins Across
4 Coins Through Table
5 Miser’s Dream

volume 10, number 4 • 8
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oming in
on istory

Chung Ling Soo
(1861-1918)

The story of Chung Ling Soo’s life and death is more like fiction
than fact and is, today, still shrouded in mystery and speculation.
William Ellsworth Robinson was born in New York City on April
2nd 1861. He gave his first magical performance at the age of
fourteen and, twelve years later, toured with his ‘Black Art’ show
under the name Achmed Ben Ali. He spent his early career working
as an assistant and illusion builder to successful magicians such as
the Hermanns and Howard Thurston. At that time, audiences were
particularly interested in new and different performers. One such
performer was a genuine Chinese magician called Ching Ling Foo
whose exotic show gained great success. Sensing what the public
wanted Robinson developed an oriental act for an engagement in
Paris in which he was billed as Hop Ling Soo. For this character he
had to shave his head and moustache and put on a false pigtail to
convince the audience of his ‘true’ Chinese origins!

Profiled by Sam Clarke
was essentially where a signed
bullet was fired at Soo who
‘caught’ it in mid-air; the bullet
was then checked and verified as
the same one previously placed
in the gun. Over twelve
magicians have, according to
myth, been killed while
performing this trick - although
the sources are not entirely
reliable. However, Chung Ling
Soo was one of these
unfortunate victims.....
It was at the Wood Green
Chung Ling Soo
Empire in London, on the night
in character
of March 23rd 1918, when Soo
was performing his typical show. When it came to the ‘bullet
catch’ this went tragically wrong. It appears that the trick gun had
become worn out over the years and some of the gunpowder had
leaked into the live chamber, exploding there when the trigger was
pulled and consequently setting off the loaded bullet. Soo, the
master magician, couldn’t save himself on this occasion. He died in
hospital the next day. It was only when the make-up and fake
clothing were removed that his true American identity was made
public.

In 1900, when he made his debut in Britain, he changed the show
along with his character which became Chung Ling Soo. His show
included many of Ching Ling Foo’s famous tricks.
Chung Ling Soo kept his true identity a secret by never speaking
onstage and always insisting on translators when dealing with the
press. Only close friends - including Harry Houdini - knew the truth.
In 1905, when both Soo and Foo were performing in London, a
public dispute developed. Foo claimed to be the only ‘Original
Chinese Conjuror’, and called Soo an impostor. Foo challenged Soo
to perform his tricks in public at a given venue but did not show
up at the appointed time. Soo had won! By this time, even the
imitator (Ching Ling Soo) was being imitated by a growing number
of ‘Chinese’ magicians such as Chung Ling Sens, Chung Ling Hees,
and Ching Ling Fees!
Soo’s show also included one of the best-known tricks of all time the ‘Defying the Bullets’ act also known as the ‘Bullet Catch’. This

Some conspiracy theories have
been put forward which
suggest that the death was not
accidental. Some claim that the
incident was an elaborate form
of suicide and others that it was
his agent who had tampered
with the gun. However, a
thorough investigation into the
case by Scotland Yard
concluded that Soo’s demise
was ‘death by misadventure’.
Despite all these theories, the
mystery lingers on and no one
will ever really know the full
story.

volume 10, number 4 • 9
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DANI LARY
France’s most creative
illusionist who started
in magic at the age of
eight. By fourteen he
knew that this was
the only profession for
him - and one of his
proudest moments
was seeing his name
in lights above the
170 year old theatre Theatre Marigny.

DAVID BERGLAS
Hailed as one of Great
Britain’s greatest
performers, David Berglas
has amazed audiences
throughout the world with
feats seemingly too
impossible to believe. David
is past President of both
The Magic Circle and the
Young Magicians Club as
well as the holder of
numerous international
honours.

PAUL POTASSY
Early in his career, Paul
Potassy replaced the
traditional magic wand
with a saltshaker, and for
more than a half-century
“The Man with the
Magic Salt” astonished
cabaret, hotel, and
casino audiences
throughout Europe,
Africa, the Middle East,
and the Far East.

WAYNE DOBSON
A TV star with several magic
series, Wayne started as a
child by learning the cups
and balls using teacups! His
philosophy is one of the
best: “Only do what you’re
good at, and it looks like
you are good at everything
you do!”

JASON LATIMER
At the age of 18 Jason,
from the US, became
one of the youngest
performers ever to be
given their own
headlining week at the
Magic Castle. He won
the FISM Grand Prix
with a superb cups and
balls routine using seethrough cups!

volume 10, number 4 • 10

MAX SOMERSET
Max needs no introduction
to you - you’ve seen him on
all the major TV series, as
well as his own, over the
past four years!
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MAC KING
Mac’s afternoon show at
Hurrahs Hotel on the Las
Vegas strip is a tribute to
great comedy magic. His
gentle humour, and work
with minimal props, is an
object lesson to us all and
is a brilliant antidote to all
the big illusion shows in
town.

MARK RAFFLES
Although no longer one
of the younger
magicians, Mark is still a
charismatic performer
whose magic is
interspersed with
comedy and gentler,
more refined moments yet he is renowned as
one of the top
pickpockets in the
world!

TONY
BINARELLI
An award winner
from Italy, Tony
started with a
major FISM prize in
1967 and
continued to win even as recently as
2000 when he
received an award
at the World
Seminar in Las
Vegas.

MARC SALEM
In his own words: “I am a
player of mind games. I
literally pick up, receive,
guide, influence and play
games with people’s heads.
I’m trained as a
psychologist. I’m considered
one of the world’s
authorities in non-verbal
communication.” Marc’s
show has played venues
from Broadway to the
Edinburgh Fringe.

RICHARD
CADELL
Richard took over as
Sooty’s helper in
1998 so you may
know him from
CITV. Richard is
currently director of
the rides at Brean
Amusement Park.

volume 10, number 4 • 11

NORBERT FERRE
Norbert has won so
many international
awards for his stage
magic that he has
received a medal of
honour from his home
town of Marseilles,
France. He is an
amazingly innovative
manipulator and always
a joy to watch.
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A version of Cards Across using a normal deck - no envelopes!
This effect isn’t a dealer dream or a magic
book fantasy. I use this regularly in the cold
hard world of commercial close up magic.
I developed this because I wanted a clean
and direct version of the classic ‘cards across’
plot. I felt that counting ten cards took too
long so I reduced it to seven and that three
cards travelling wasn’t any more magical
than one - especially if it was a card seen
and remembered by the spectator.
OK, imagine you have spectators ‘Lynn’ on
your left and ‘Ron’ on your right.
Ask Lynn for ‘any odd number between six
and eight’. This is optional, but I like it. Tell
Lynn that seven is a mystic and magical
number and thumb seven cards off the
deck. Keep hold of the deck.
Deal the cards face down onto the table in
front of you, telling Lynn that you want her
to deal them like this and count them aloud.
Whilst Lynn is doing this, palm off the top
card of the deck with your right hand.
Look Lynn in the eye and ask, “Are you left
or right handed?” As she answers scoop up
her cards, adding the palmed card in the
process. Ask her to hold out whatever hand
she named, palm up. Place the seven (eight)
cards onto her hand and ask her to place
the other hand on top.
This Addition Move is a standard card
sleight.
Turn to Ron and thumb seven cards off the
deck. Keep hold of the deck. Ask Ron to
deal them out, just like Lynn did, and tell
him he will have to do something else
afterwards.
As you tell Ron to count the cards, spread
off seven cards whilst saying, “make sure
you have exactly seven cards”. Gesture
towards Ron with these seven cards. As you
replace them on top of the deck, take a
pinkie break under the top six.
Transfer the deck to your right hand, holding
it from above, and maintain the break with
your thumb.

Pick up the cards Ron has just dealt and
counted with your left hand. The right
hand comes over (still holding the deck and
the break) and fans the cards from above.
Invite Ron to pick one, remember it and
return it to the fan. When he has done so,
the right hand helps to square the packet.
Look Ron in the eye and ask, “Are you left
or right handed?” As you do so, your right
hand (still holding the deck and the break)
moves towards him, moving over the
packet of seven cards. As your right hand
returns towards you two things happen;
The deck (below the break) is dropped onto
the packet in your left hand, your pinkie
taking a break above the packet.

by David Lang
only has six cards
and to count them
onto the table.
As Ron is counting
his cards transfer
the deck to your
left hand,
maintaining the
break, and use your right hand to scoop up
Lynn’s cards.
Place Lynn’s cards onto the top of the deck
and lift off all of the cards above the break,
placing them on the table. As you do this,
hand Lynn the eight-card packet and tell her to
‘hold them like you were playing a game of
cards’.
This is Marlo’s ‘Olram Jinx Change’.

Your right hand holding the six-card packet
(previously on top of the deck) then moves
forwards and places them onto Ron’s hand.
Ask Ron to place his other hand on top.
This is Annemanns ‘Jinx Change’.
The position is now as follows;
Lynn holds eight cards, believing she has
only seven.
Ron holds six indifferent cards, believing
them to be seven, one of which he has just
looked at.
You have Ron’s original seven cards at the
bottom of the deck with a pinkie break
above them.
Explain that you will now read Ron’s mind
to find out which card he chose, make that
card vanish from his packet and appear in
Lynn’s packet.
Whilst saying this, thumb off a single card
onto the packet of seven under the deck.
Maintain a break above these eight cards.
Do whatever you feel would make the card
vanish and reappear.
Ask Lynn to count her cards onto the table;
she finds she has eight! Tell Ron he now

volume 10, number 4 • 12

Ron should now have counted his cards and
realised that he only has six!
Ask Ron to turn his cards face up to see if the
card he chose is still there. It won’t be
obviously! Ask him to tell Lynn what it was
and get her to reveal it.
Accept tumultuous applause!
Don’t be put off by the apparently obvious
switching of packets. All of the moves are
carried out under huge misdirection. Both
versions of the Jinx Change have been around
for over 40 years. Sleights don’t last that long
unless they work!
I’ve performed this effect hundreds of times
for real people in real situations and I have
never been caught on any of the changes.
You will find that spectators are
so stunned by what has
happened they don’t
actually applaud
immediately. In
this case I
remind
them!
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YMC AUTOGRAPH PARTY!
photographs by Alexander Crawford and Mandy Davis
And what a party it was! This was an exclusive event held just for members of YMC and the stars turned out in force.
Over 50 members of YMC spent an hour in the company of: Jeff McBride, Tony Binarelli, Ali Bongo, John Carney, Steve Cohen, Paul Daniels,
Wayne Dobson, Alex Elmsley, Mac King, Jason Latimer, Fay Presto, Mark Raffles and Joan, Marc Salem, Belinda Sinclair, Max Somerset, Jamie
Ian Swiss, Juan Tamariz, Johnny Thompson, Topaz and Roxanne and Duncan Trillo. All of them attended the party, ate the amazing food that
the hotel provided, signed books and had photos taken, in some cases for more than an hour. Even Derren Brown accepted the invitation
and joined us - in spite of the fact that he wasn’t attending the Centenary at all!
Here are just some of those magic moments captured forever.
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by Josh Miller
When it came to doing work experience I decided that I had to do
something to do with magic as I want to make magic my career.
So I asked Mandy Davis for some advice; she suggested asking
Marvin Berglas, the man who owns the Marvin’s Magic range. He
has people demming his products in New York, Harrods London
and Hamleys London. I also had a chat with Stephen Mulhern
about it; he also did his work experience for Marvin’s Magic. So I
thought I would write Marvin a letter and ask if it would be
possible.
In the letter I wrote about things like how long I had been doing
magic, that I was a member of the YMC, the competitions I have
been in and the TV shows I have appeared on. I also put in my
business card.

security lodge and waited there until Bruce, my supervisor, came
in. We went into the store and started to unpack some boxes;
when we finished unpacking the boxes we went to the staff
canteen for a coffee. Whilst we were up there Bruce got out a
magic trick called the Dynamic Coins. He told me to show him my
routine with it. Then he showed me his routine which was better.
Bruce also showed me how to sell the trick; it is called a ‘close’.
After that I went with a security guard called Anders for a fire and
bomb training talk that lasted for ten minutes. I met Raj who was
really friendly and I met Matt who was a good friend to be with.
The day was spent demonstrating to the customers and selling the
products. But before I knew it, the day had gone.

I sent it on Monday and on the Wednesday I had a reply saying,
“your achievements to date are commendable” and that he
thought I would be an ideal candidate.
I also wrote a letter to Steve Hamilton the Manager of Hamleys
asking him permission to work there and he also said yes.
So a couple of weeks before I started I popped in to meet some
of the staff I would be working with. Bruce was my mentor and
he took me out for a coffee and a chat about what I would be
doing and I had to show him some tricks.
Going to Hamleys meant I had the total of four hours travelling a
day, from leaving my house to arriving at Hamleys and back
again. It cost me £100 of my own money going to London every
day but it was well worth it.
On day one I was scared about what the two weeks were going
to be like. I went to the entrance of the store - it was closed so
then I went to the back door and rung the bell. I went to the

Every day I was doing the same things but it was different every
day because I was performing to different people and I really
enjoyed it. First thing, in the mornings, I had to make sure that the
shelves were full; then set the video so the customers could watch
the tricks as performed by Marvin on the street. I was meeting
customers from all over the world, some could not understand me
as they did not speak English, so Bruce had to talk to them for me
whilst I did the trick. I had daily meetings with Bruce about how I
was doing.
I made some great friends there who helped me a lot. Marvin also
came into Hamleys so we chatted about how I was doing and
how much I enjoyed the whole experience.
The worst part of the whole time there was the last day suddenly there was smoke coming from the ceiling!
We had to evacuate and did not return to the shop for four hours
so we lost a lot of customers and I did not reach my target that
day!
I was very sad to leave on that last day and would like to thank
Mandy and Stephen for the idea, Marvin and Steve Hamilton for
letting me work at Marvin’s Magic in Hamleys, Bruce for looking
after me and all the staff who made friends with me and helped
me.
See advertisment on facing page.
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origami magic

a magic rabbit in
the news
by Ian Adair
When you explain to the audience that you will produce a
magic rabbit from a newspaper, they don’t believe you. The
double fold of newspaper is shown on both sides, the central
single sheet being removed. This sheet is folded flat, twice,
The double folded sheet is folded in half and the single folded
sheet is dropped inside. Waving his fingers over the
newspaper, the performer allows this to unfold, the loose
folded sheet falling onto the empty table. When shown, the
sheet has cleverly formed itself into an origami type rabbit.

❚ what you
need
From a newspaper remove a double folded sheet. Take
another similar sheet and cut it down its centre so it results in
two separate smaller sheets. Take one of those sheets and
carefully paste its edges, leaving two open at each end, onto
the right hand side of the double spread sheet (see
illustration). This forms two separate pockets, top and bottom,
with their mouths going in different directions. When the
faked newspaper is folded in half the pockets are inside.

Taking the single sheet of paper between the hands, fold it
once and fold it twice, flat and small enough to be concealed
inside the pocket area. Display it in folded state and insert it
into the folds of the paper (into the empty pocket in fact).
You can now explain that Origami is the art of paper folding
and is a craft you enjoy. However you state that it often takes
a long time to make all the intricate folds to result in a model.
When the time comes, holding the newspaper with the pocket
containing the flat folded sheet towards the top, the
newspaper is allowed to drop open over the table surface. Out
drops what at first appears to be the same flat folded piece of
paper but is, in fact, the origami rabbit. The newspaper can be
casually shown back and front.
Discard the newspaper and lift up the origami model,
displaying it as your magic rabbit. Origami will never be the
same!

OPEN

SINGLE SHEET

Use the other single sheet to make the rabbit. Origami is the
Japanese art of paper folding and can be fun. Mark the
newspaper into a square then cut off the unwanted bits. My
illustrations on how to fold the rabbit, step by step, can be
followed through from a flat square of paper to the completed
model. Once made, secretly insert it into the pocket towards
the front. The other pocket is left empty at this stage.
Insert the single sheet of paper between the double spread,
fold over, and you are ready to begin.

❚ working &
presentation
Pick up the newspaper and casually flash it on both sides. In
opening out the paper, make sure the pocket containing the
folded rabbit is at the top position. Allow the newspaper to
unfold and remove the central single sheet. Refold the paper
as before.

OPEN

ORIGAMI RABBIT

❚ the origami
rabbit
Commence by trimming your sheet of newpaper to make it
into a square. Crease the square in half then unfold. Crease
the square in half in the opposite direction. Fold the corners
diagonally until the creases, shown by the dotted lines, result.
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1

A

B

Fold line AC over to the vertical centre
crease and repeat this with line BD so all
edges meet together.
Points AB are folded down along dotted
lines to meet the horizontal centre crease.

2

Push thumb inside each pocket splaying out
points A and B to make two peaks.

C

D

C

D
E

A B
A

B

A B

Point E now appears on the centre crease
and it is from here along the lines EB and
EA that both sides are folded downwards
as shown in (6). Points G and H are folded
backwards along the existing crease-lines.
Fold the model in half backwards as
directed by the arrow, so that the peaks
meet.

G

4

3

5

H

C D

The tail is pushed in with a squash fold.
Push the thumb up from the point so that
an even fold resembling a tail is made.

6

Magic is our
Business
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.

7

We are Magic Dealers based in Yorkshire, and are dedicated to providing commercial magic
to magicians of all ages and abilities. In the shop, we have over 1500 items in stock,
including many exclusives. Our range includes Wayne Dobson, Mikame, Tenyo, Tora Magic.
and lots more. We are particularly proud to be one of the few magic dealers in Europe to stock
the high quality Viking/Collectors Workshop range.
Now booking Dealer Dems for 2005/6 - ring for details.
We are open every day except for Sunday’s from 9.00 - 5.00.
If you would like a copy of our 2004/2005 catalogue, just send us your
address, and we’ll be happy to send you one - FREE!
Merlins, 15 The Springs, Wakefield, West Yorkshire, WF1 1QE
Tel: 01924 339933 email: merlins@btconnect.com www.merlinswakefield.co.uk

It’s Always Magic at..............................MERLINS
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things that you might want to beg, borrow or steal (in a magical sense!)

The Magic of Ascanio - The Structural
★★★
Conception of Magic

advanced skills

by Arturo de Ascanio and Jesús Etcheverry
The Spanish-speaking
world of magic is
booming at the moment,
with magical greats such
as Juan Tamariz driving it
forward. This boom is
substantially due to the
influence of Arturo de
Ascanio, a lawyer and
amateur magician.
In the early 1950s,
Ascanio, as a wellregarded young
magician, met Fred
Kaps and was
profoundly influenced
by him. He developed a
strong belief that magical magic relied on the combination of
excellent technique and powerful presentation and that neither on
its own was sufficient. In 1959, he won the Grand Prix at the
Spanish national competition at a convention in Seville, competing
only in card and close-up magic, and in the 1970 FISM competition
in Amsterdam he won first prize in card magic, together with third
prize in close-up. He went on to mentor magicians such as Juan
Tamariz, Roberto Giobbi and Rafael Benatar and his influence led
to the founding of the Escuela Mágica de Madrid. In 1997, he
died, with a pack of cards in hands, while talking about magic.
Although his writings were published reasonably widely in Spanish
journals and magazines, very little of his work has been translated
into English. After his death his close friend, Jesús Etcheverry,
pulled together his writings from various sources, both published
and unpublished, and published them in Spanish a few years ago
in a three volume set - the first volume on magical theory and the
second two volumes on card magic. These books are being
translated into English by Rafael Benetar, together with a fourth
volume consisting of his full book on the colour changing knives.
As you will have gathered, this book is the first volume of that
series and is divided into four sections:
1. Essays and lectures showing his thinking on magic up to his
temporary retirement from the magic scene after his FISM win in
1970. These introduce the concepts that will be explored in more
depth later and include articles on misdirection, timing, the value of

❚ reviewed by Alexander Crawford

technique, the need to know oneself and the psychology of
palming.
2. A series of seven interviews between Ascanio and various
magicians, four of which are with Juan Tamariz. I found these
considerably more valuable on a second read-through having
finished the book; while they are important, they are less
structured than the other sections and draw on the concepts
discussed in detail elsewhere.
3. Five lectures which Ascanio grouped together in 1985 as “The
Structural Conception of Magic”, covering “Presentation”,
“Cover”, “Construction”, “Technique” and “How to Study
Magic”. The first four are inextricably linked and fully detail his
theories on the problems to be solved in the performance of
magic. The fifth is an invaluable analysis.
4. A sixth lecture on Creativity (1990).
This book consists entirely of magical theory and concepts and
contains no tricks, so those looking for the latest moves or routines
should have stopped reading long ago. However, for the rest of
us, the theories and ideas contained in this book are an invaluable
collection of thinking from an important thinker in the magical
world. For those magicians wishing to advance beyond the status
of beginner, they will form a strong foundation and I draw
particular attention to the essays on the value of technique and
knowing yourself in the first section; and all five lectures in the
third section including, in particular, “How to Study Magic”.
If I have to express any concern about this wonderful book, it
would be that the book is a collection of essays and lectures which
have been written separately rather than considered by Ascanio as
a single volume. While Etcheverry has cleverly organised them,
there is inevitably repetition. However, the concepts repeated are
generally so important that they can bear this. In addition,
although Rafael Benetar has done a great job of translation from
the Spanish original, the subject is inevitably a little dry and
occasionally the structure of sentences feels slightly unnatural.
In summary, this book is an important and deeply thought out
work that all magicians serious about advancing their art should
read. I would not recommend the book to complete beginners,
simply because the thinking is so deep, but if you are looking to
move beyond that stage and want to build seriously towards being
a strong magician I cannot recommend the “The Magic of Ascanio
- The Structural Conception of Magic” highly enough.

Available from
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★★

The Signature Magic Series:
Alex Elmsley

medium skills
Available fro
m

Five of Heart
s Magic Pro
ductions.
`Tovenaar’, 3
0 Lowgate,
Gosberton.
Spal
PE11 4NL. Te ding, Lincolnshire
l/fax 017758
40103
£29.50.

❚ reviewed by Matthew Field
When I moved to London from the US last September, the man
I most wanted to meet was Alex Elmsley. This magician’s
output was so extraordinary that I felt I needed to, if nothing
else, shake his hand. In the two volumes of The Collected
Works of Alex Elmsley, written by Stephen Minch, can be
found miracles such as Diamond Cut Diamond. Between
Your Palms, Point of Departure, and the legendary Dazzle
Act as well as ideas and investigations that will doubtless
inspire magicians for generations to come.

Value for mo
ney?

8/10

8/10 Amaze your frien
ds?
Worth the p
rice?

Yes, he is the inventor of the Ghost Count, which everyone calls the Elmsley Count in his
honour. But if that’s all you know about Alex Elmsley, you have a lot to learn and I envy you that
discovery. In the four-volume L&L videos (recorded in 1998 and now released as DVDs) you can find the great man quietly
performing his original and audience-pleasing effects.

9/10

On this double DVD set you’ll find eight effects, including the killer Power Poker - in which the spectator is repeatedly allowed to choose
his own cards for a hand of Poker, giving his rejects to the magician. Of course the magician always wins. Mr. Elmsley’s workshop allows
him to explore his thoughts on magic as well as demonstrating his sleights and routines. If you’ve ever had trouble with the Elmsley Count,
this workshop will definitely make it all crystal clear.
Although many, though not all, of the tricks appear on the L&L videos, it is good to have Mr. Elmsley performing for a smaller audience of
magicians and it is also enlightening to hear him explain his thinking, to have him provide tips on several sleights and simply to reminisce.
Alex Elmsley is a treasure of the magic world and this DVD set is one that card magicians are sure to appreciate.

The Witchfinder
by Mark Townsend

★
beginners level

❚ reviewed by Matthew Field

In Robert E. Neale’s book Magic and Meaning there is, among the many unusual presentations for
magic, something titled Sole Survivor which must be the only card trick around that sets itself in the
midst of the Plague. Mark Townsend liked the story, but felt that the use of court cards from an ordinary
deck made the trick too, well, ordinary - if you can use that word to describe a trick in which people
die left and right!
In the trick, seven cards are placed face down on the table and six are eliminated by the spectator and
magician choosing alternately. The one card remaining, the Ace of Spades, is revealed in a parchment
to be the town’s grave digger.

m
Available fro agic Studio,

a’s M
Mike Danat
udio.co.uk
atasMagicSt
an
eD
ik
.M
w
ww
£15

6/10

ney?
Value for mo

r friends?

you
7/10 Amaze

ractice?
Worth the p

7/10

What we have here from Mike Danata’s Magic Studio are
seven ancient looking cards and an old-looking
parchment which set the trick in a gothic
perspective. The trick is very simple and
uses nothing more than Roy Baker’s
P.A.T.E.O. force. The cards supplied are
marked in an effective manner to make
operation of the trick easy. Mr. Townsend
received Robert Neale’s permission to release
his version of the effect.
It’s not a mind-bender, but it is a nice spooky tale.
Mark Townsend suggests setting the scene by lighting a candle, and if you’re looking
for a spooky sort of trick, this is a nice production.
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Siobhan & Michael Jordan - High Jinx
Favourite Magicians?
Siobhan Paul Daniels, David Copperfield.
Michael Has to be Ali Bongo and the late Pete McCahon.
What kind of magic do you enjoy most?
Siobhan Stage Magic.
Michael Stage Magic and Close up magic.
What do you like most about Secrets?
Siobhan Being in it!!! No seriously I like to read the News articles.
Michael The reviews - it gives you a good insight into the tricks and irons out
some of the problems.
Favourite Magic Video?
Siobhan Don’t really have one.
Michael An old Tabary rope magic video.
Strongest non-magical performing influences?
Siobhan French and Saunders.
Michael Little Britain’s Matt Lucas and David Walliams.
Strongest magical performing influences?
Siobhan The Great Nardini; we saw them at Blackpool and liked their routines.
Michael I am still learning so I am influenced by a lot of the professional
magicians.

Interview

Favourite store for Magic or inspiration?
Siobhan Practical Magic and Castle Magic.
Michael Merlins for Magic, Peter Diamonds for inspiration; but I love going to
the Magic auctions and second hand markets for ideas.

Current Home Scapegoat Hill, Huddersfield.
Joined The Young Magicians Club?
Siobhan September 2004.
Michael June 2003.

What’s your favourite Magic on TV?
Both:
Monkey Magic.

Hobbies?
Siobhan Drama and Music, I am a member of Huddersfield Thespians
and play Cornet with Sellars International Youth Band.
Michael Magic and Drama.
Favourite magic book?
Siobhan Don’t really have one.
Michael Ali Bongo’s book of magic was the first book I got and I still
use it now for lots of ideas.
Favourite Non-Magic Book?
Siobhan I have too many favourites to list but I like Horror.
Michael The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe.

Which Magician would you most like to be and why?
Siobhan A rich one!
Michael Tommy Cooper, I have been watching some of his routines on the
internet - they are brilliant.
If you had your own TV chat show and could interview any three
people, real or fictitious, dead or alive who would they be?
Siobhan Paul Daniels, Ant and Dec.
Michael Joe Pasquale, David Walliams, Tommy Cooper.

Favourite Film?
Siobhan Anger Management.
Michael Shrek 2.

Some people I would like to thank in magic for either their help or
encouragement.
Both
Everyone in the YMC team they have been really helpful especially.
Mandy, Roy, Ali and all the Technical and Stage Crew. Cynthia Neptune and Alan
Driffield who work so hard for the Northern Magic Circle. Mum and Dad - they
do all the running around and driving.

Favourite record / CD?
Siobhan I love Rock - Greenday at the moment.
Michael Pop and Rock mostly and I love a CD called Animation - it’s full
of great music to do magic to.

Top Tip for getting into Magic
Both
Try to Join a Junior Magic club. YMC, Northern Juniors and Merlins
have all helped us with lots of encouragement and great advice. See if your local
Club will let you join. Practise and don’t be afraid to try something new.
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Photos by Roy Marsh
Michael Jordan

Michael Jordan, Steve Dela and I were lucky to be asked to
perform our magic at Gilwell Park which is where Beavers, Cubs
and Scouts go for activities such as archery and rock climbing.
This year’s special weekend theme was “MAGIC!”

The quiet before the storm!

Michael Jordan
performed Astrophere
(Floating Ball),
Basketball from
Briefcase, some
juggling, a Restored
Newspaper routine, Cut
and Restored Rope,
Professor’s Nightmare,
Pom Pom Sticks and
some balloon
swallowing.
Steve Dela’s
patter act
included a
silk vanish,
Restored
Newspaper
climaxing
with an
Appearing
Bottle, an
Appearing
Dove, What’s
My Job, the
Invisible Deck
and Chinese Sticks; in the evening show he added a book test.
Steve Dela

We had to do a 20-minute act each and we performed it four
times on the Saturday and three times on the Sunday. We
performed to about 8,000 people over the whole weekend.
I am also a Venture Scout and a Beaver Leader so, as this
weekend was for Beavers and Cubs, the organizers thought it
would be good if I could wear my Scout uniform.
What a crowd

My own Beaver group came on the Saturday and they watched me
perform which was cool and that was my first show of the day. As
soon as each of us had finished our act we helped each other clear
the stage and got the next person’s props set up. We all worked
well together and helped each other.
Roy Marsh came down on the Saturday to watch and help us and
to make sure everything was ok. On the Saturday evening we had
to perform in front of the staff who had been working on the
activities all day. We had a BBQ, then we magicians performed and
the evening ended with a disco.
The Excitement
builds

For my act I thought I would do some of my kids’ party routines,
instead of my stage act, as we were performing to children.
I had lots of children up on stage to help me so they could do
some of the magic. I started with my big magic book of spells,
getting the children to shout out lots of magic words. I did
Linking Rings, then made lots of silks, tied together, appear from
an empty tube followed by a flower plant appearing from an
empty tube, Dream Bags and a Ready Steady Cook routine. For
the end of my act I used my Magic Carpet which is where a child
sat on a table whilst I removed the front legs and then the back
and the child was floating in mid air.

I thought it would be quite hard to do a kid’s party act in front of
hundreds of adults so I added extra jokes and things and ended up
goings over my twenty minutes! Even though the adults did enjoy
it I have learnt to keep a better eye on the time and not to overrun
again. At the disco and the next day the staff said all three of us
did really well and how much they enjoyed our different acts.
On Sunday morning, before we started our shows, we had the
chance to do some archery, try some rock climbing and go on
some of the fairground rides. Then at 10.30am we were ready for
another day of magic. We finished by 4pm when it was time to
pack up and go home.
I had a great time and really enjoyed the whole experience.
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literally
by Owen Daniel

this issue: the history of magic - Biographies
Many magicians have dedicated their lives
to learning about the past masters of
magic. Fortunately for us, these historians
tend to write their findings in books, so
that we too can learn of these magicians.
The most prominent magic historian I can
think of is Edwin A Dawes. He has not only
written detailed biographies of many
notable magicians but he has also written
books for the public about the magicians of
yester year! I urge you to buy a book with
Dawes’ name on it. My personal favourite
of his is also his most recent book, ‘Stanley
Collins: Conjuror, Collector, Iconoclast’
(£60). I reviewed this in the May 2004 issue
of Secrets.
Another great biography is ‘Al Flosso: The
Coney Island Fakir’ (£25). Flosso became
famous in the magic world for his sideshow
performances and, although thirty years
since his death, his variation of the classic
Miser’s Dream routine is still deemed the
best.
Although a small book, ‘The Magic of Max
Malini’ (£25) is well written and contains a
great wealth of knowledge. Written by Dai
Vernon and Lewis Ganson, it covers the life
of the extraordinary Polish magician Max
Malini. The book tells stories of Malini’s
famous performances, and humorous
incidents, as well as detailing the methods
he used in his full evening show and
close up situations.

Miracle Factory (www.miraclefactory.org),
and Mike Caveney’s Magic Words
(www.mcmagicwords.com). Mike recently
released a biography of Harry Kellar, written
by himself and Bill Miesel. A preview of the
book can be found in issues of Magic
magazine from November and December
2003.
In general, releases from The Miracle Factory
publishing house tend to be more expensive,
however they are always worth the asking
price. Todd Karr released ‘The Secret Ways of
Al Baker’ last year; this huge book contains
some great historic knowledge and is a
complete biography of one of magic’s
most creative performers. I reviewed it
in November 2003 Secrets. A
preview of The Miracle Factory’s
most recent book on David P
Abbott can be found in Genii
August 2004.
Another
preview
in Genii in
July 2004
is an essay

Another Vernon/Ganson book is “Dai
Vernon’s Tribute to Nate Leipzig”. The
majority of this book details the tricks
of Nate Leipzig. There is however a small
biography at the back of the book. Having
said that, the histories of the tricks are just
as important as the performer. As you
most probably know, most top class
magicians start with the classic
effects before adapting them. For
them to fully understand the
routines, they must go back to the
creators.

about ‘The Mentalist Who Changed History
- Hanussen: Hitler’s Clairvoyant’. This is
possibly one of the most interesting stories I
have read. I urge you to track down either
the book (available from amazon.co.uk) or
find a copy of the magazine!
Also available from Amazon are: Peter
Lamont’s ‘The Rise of the Indian Rope Trick’,
yet another must read book; ‘Jay’s Journal
of Anomalies’ a magazine that ran for 12
issues and covered everything from
magicians to sideshow freaks and the
worlds largest man! Finally ‘Phantoms of
the Card Table’ written by David Britland
and Gazzo; this details the history of card
cheats and gamblers including Dai Vernon
and several other notable magicians. Ian
Keable wrote a review of this in the July
2003 issue of Secrets.
I think that history is one of the most
important things for magicians. I was
attending a convention recently where Jim
Sisti said to me that there had been so
many restaurant magic books,
but they were all just repeating
themselves; everyone was
rewriting the same book! I think
that this could become a
problem with all magic. If
people stop studying what
has happened in magic’s
past, if they stop reading
the classic books on
magic; then they
will start
recreating tricks
which were first
written years ago.
Not only would
this make for tedious reading for
those who do read the classics,
but it would also slow down the
evolution of our craft!
Until next time,
Owen
All the books mentioned can be
found at Magic Books by Post,
Davenports, and International Magic
(unless otherwise stated).

In my opinion the best publishers for magic
history at the present time are Todd Karr’s
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something for the
complete beginner

a svengali trick
by Ian Adair
When I was a very young lad one of the first tricks I ever bought
was the Svengali Pack. I guess most readers have a pack. It’s the
special one consisting of 26 duplicate cards interspersed
between regular pips and suits, using the tapered principle.
Most beginners simply show the faces different and then make
them change into duplicates. There are a great many effects
which can be derived from this pack and I offer readers another.
In fact, I know one magician who constantly uses this wellknown pack, to the extent that no one could possibly guess it
was faked.

❚ effect
You announce you are about to play a game with a spectator
from the audience. A pack of cards is riffled through, showing
different faces. The game commences when the cards are dealt
alternately from the pack so both the spectator and you end
with a pile each. These are ribbon spread, face down, along the
surface of the table.
You select a card and push it out from the others in your pile.
The spectator is asked to do likewise, so two cards are extracted
from the others. When both cards are reversed they are found
to be a perfect match eg: Two of Spades/Two of Clubs.

pile. Continue the dealing so that when you deal through the
entire pack, the spectator ends with 26 duplicate cards (all face
down, of course).
This is all done on top of a clear table surface. Now ribbonspread each pile (spreading them along in a row). Whilst doing
this you must glimpse the marked card in your pile.
State that both will have a selection from the individual piles.
You now push out the marked card so it is separate from the
others. The spectator is asked to do likewise. His/her card is also
withdrawn and placed next to your choice.
Before actually revealing both cards square up your pile. Now
square up the spectator’s pile. Casually place the spectator’s pile
on TOP of yours. The next move is a cheeky one. Turn the pack
face up and casually fan it halfway so that only half (the front
half) is actually on view (the mixed cards). The pack will look like
a complete one. Discard the pack into your pocket or close-up
case, well out of the way.
Now let the spectator reverse both the chosen cards. The
audience will see that it must be more than a coincidence for,
when revealed, both are a matching pair.
NOTE: After the performance rearrange your pack so it is again
your faithful Svengali deck!

❚ preparation
Use your Svengali pack as normal. Whatever your duplicates are
eg: Two of Spades, look for the Two of Clubs amongst the
mixed ones. Using a soft lead pencil, mark small dots in both
right hand corners so it will be recognisable to you. Your
audience should not notice this.

❚ working &
presentation

LIGHT
PENCIL
MARKS

First display the cards by executing the usual riffle which is
required. The audience see all the faces are different - all the
backs are the same. Explain that you are going to play a game
with one of the spectators and select one to compete against
you. State that you intend dealing out the cards, just as in many
games.
In dealing the cards into two piles, one for each, when the top
card is removed (a regular one) establish this as the start of your
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Artificial Intelligence

I was recently sent the
following url:
http://www.20q.net
I am telling you no more
about it - go and have fun!

Last month’s
Spot the difference - Answers
Magician on left

Magician on right

Bowtie
Button missing
Middle cup - lines
Stand - rope end
Shoe lace - his left foot
Caterpillar antenna

Eyebrows joined
Middle cup - ball
Stand - screw
One ring missing
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PRACTICAL
MAGIC
...the name says it all
Specialists in magic for children’s
entertainers, plus loads of stage items
and a HUGE range of silks.
What did Luke Lamont say in the last
issue? “I would like to thank...Jeremy
and Cheryl Le Poidevin for always
being helpful and friendly.”
Why not find out for yourself?

01691 690789
www.practical-magic.com
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